Introduction
Rating agencies have played a prominent role during the ongoing financial crisis. Agencies assign a credit rating to sovereign and private sector borrowers that indicates the probability of not fulfilling their obligations in their debt issues. Upgrade moves result from favorable signals in the credit outlook, whereas downgrades stem from unfavorable indicators. This permanent updating of the credit ratings is precisely one of the reasons why financial markets rely on agencies (Cantor and Packer, 1994) . In this paper we focus on sovereign credit ratings.
Understanding their dynamics is relevant given their implications for capital flows and their strong link with private ratings, either from banks and non financial corporations, in the sense that sovereign ratings represent a ceiling for corporate ratings (Alsakka and ap Gwilym, 2009; BIS, 2011). Besides, sovereign ratings are a main driver of sovereign bond spreads (see, for instance, Cantor and Packer, 1996) , which in turn determine the financing costs of the public sector.
Despite their importance, the agencies do not provide enough detail neither on the ratings determinants nor on their rating procedure (Mora, 2006) , although some recent regulatory initiatives are trying to enhance the agencies' transparency. 1 In this article we focus on Standard & Poors (S&P onwards) rating decisions and analyze how this agency updates sovereign ratings throughout time. In other words, we study sovereign "rating cycles". Probably, in our setting the term "cycle" can be a misnomer as it suggests certain periodicity, but in the case of credit ratings such periodicity has not to be necessarily linked to the business cycle, as shown later on. Indeed, the term "rating cycle" has hardly been used in the literature. 2 In our setting, a complete credit cycle comprises a downgrade phase, when the rating goes from peak to trough, and an upgrade phase, when the rating improves, but not necessarily to reach its initial status. 1 In this sense, the EU Commission launched a regulatory reform of rating agencies on January 2013. While the EU regulatory framework for credit ratings already contains measures on disclosure and transparency, further measures such as the access to more comprehensive information on the data and the reasons underlying rating variations are needed. Although from 2013 on rating agencies are providing more methodological information (for instance, S&P, 2013), the final decision on rating variations is not exclusively linked to those models. The own rating agencies admit this fact (S&P, 2013): "These criteria represent the specific application of fundamental principles that define credit risk and ratings opinions. Their use is determined by issuer or issue-specific attributes as well as S&P's Ratings Services' assessment of the credit and, if applicable, structural risks for a given issuer or issue rating".
2 As far as we know, Sy (2002) and Koopman et al. (2009) are among the few works that specifically use the term "rating cycle".
The number of countries that have already completed a rating cycle is rather small, and they are basically emerging countries (EMEs onwards). 3 Rating cycles are characterized by their strong asymmetries, as their length and depth (duration and amplitude) have a very different behavior in the upgrade and in the downgrade phases. In this sense, a remarkable stylized fact is that downgrade periods tend to be shorter than those of upgrade, as rating increases tend to be slower than decreases, which are more abrupt. In other words, once a country loses their rating level it takes a long period to recover it. For instance, Koopman et al. (2008) find out asymmetric effects across rating grades by means of a duration model with multiple states. These strong asymmetric dynamics are not only typical of ratings, but also of most financial variables that can be described by the so-called financial cycle (see, for instance, Aizenman et al, 2013 ).
Given the above mentioned asymmetries in the ratings evolution, one possible interpretation could be that those signals that the agencies use to update ratings also exhibit asymmetries in the recession and recovery periods. But, how do the rating agencies really adjust to changes in the countries fundamentals and financial market conditions? 4 There is some empirical evidence that, broadly speaking, has concluded two different results. On the one hand, the less extended view supports the adequacy of ratings to their models based on the countries fundamentals.
This is the case of Hu et al. (2002) , who propose an ordered probit model to obtain estimates of the transition matrices. This brand of the literature would be implicitly supporting the use of a point-in-time strategy by rating agencies, so that they adapt to the borrower countries current conditions in an updated manner.
On the other hand, most papers state that rating agencies do not adjust in an accurate way to the domestic indicators. For instance, some authors conclude that the agencies respond with certain lag to the domestic indicators. Along this line, Ferri et al (1999) analyze the East Asian crisis and deduce that rating agencies, which previously failed to predict the arrival of the 3 Our country classification between developed and emerging countries is in line with that of MSCI. We classify Korea, Latvia and the Czech Republic as EMEs, although the IMF does not consider these countries as EMEs.
In our analysis, high income countries like Bermuda, Oman or Qatar are also EMEs. Our classification does not change throughout the sample period. 4 On the contrary, there is also a broad literature that analyzed the impact of rating changes on the financial and economic variables. See, for instance, Ferri et al. (1999) for an application for the East Asian crisis, or Alsakkasa and Gwilym (2013) for the European debt crisis. Larrain et al. (1997) and Reisen and von Maltzan (1998) also study this causal relation for emerging countries. In all these papers the authors demonstrate that the credit ratings amplified the boom-bust cycles.
crisis, had reputational incentives to downgrade these countries more than fundamentals would justify in subsequent periods, which, in turn, contributed to amplify the crisis. In other words, during downgrade phases, rating agencies would be excessively sensitive to fundamentals, so that sovereign ratings would have a procyclical nature. Monfort and Mulder (2000) also conclude the procyclycal nature of rating movements. On the contrary, Mora (2006) , who also analyzes the Asian crisis, states that ratings are sticky rather than procyclical, so that ratings are adjusted only when there is a sufficiently large divergence of predicted ratings from assigned ratings. A widely accepted explanation for this sometimes inadequate timeliness of rating variations is the through-the-cycle methodology that agencies are supposed to apply in their rating assignments that leads to more stable ratings but less accurate (see, for instance The main objective of this paper is twofold. First, we describe the S&P ratings' evolution for a broad sample of countries to confirm the presence of asymmetries in the cycle, that is, if downgrade phases are faster and shorter than recovery periods. Second, once we confirm this evidence empirically, we try to disentangle the determinants of this different behavior of 5 The through-the-cycle methodology entails a focus on the permanent credit risk component that makes the agencies disregard short-term fluctuations and a prudent policy regarding rating changes (Altman and Rijken, 2005) .
S&P ratings in both upgrade and downgrade periods by means of a sample of 67 countries, where 43 of them are EMEs. As far as we know, this is the first empirical paper that tries to characterize the link between domestic variables and the ratings evolution distinguishing upgrade and downgrade periods.
Our results indicate that improving domestic fundamentals could be helpful to smooth the path of downgrades, whereas this stylized fact does not hold during upgrade phases. That is, once the initial rating of a country is lost, it takes a long time to recover it, and even with a favorable economic and financial performance the country would not accelerate the upgrade path. 6 Our findings are relevant to enhance the understanding of the performance of rating agencies and the interpretation of their signals to the markets. This kind of analysis could also be useful to infer some lessons about how future ratings recovery in the European peripheral countries would be once the sovereign debt crisis will be overcome.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our data on rating cycles and Section 3 describes our set of explanatory variables. In turn, Section 4 presents the methodological approach used in this paper. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main results of our empirical analysis and Section 6 concludes.
How do rating cycles look like?
Next, we analyze the characteristics of the credit cycle for the complete sample of countries for which S&P assigns a sovereign debt rating. Throughout the paper, we are going to use exclusively the ratings of this agency so as to not mix the data sources that could lead to measurement errors. This is a non-trivial issue as, despite the interdependence of rating actions of the three major agencies, their credit rating models are different (Hill et al., 2010) . 7 In particular, S&P tends to be less dependent on other agencies and it provides the lowest and more volatile ratings among the three major ones (Alsakka and ap Gwilym, 2010). The choice of S&P is also based on the data availability for a higher number of countries and a larger period, which in our data description runs from January 1975 to May 2013. 8 From 1975 the number of rated countries has gradually increased from two countries, namely the US and Canada, 6 Our results are in line with the theoretical papers by Bar-Isaac and Shapiro (2013) and Opp et al. (2013) , who state that agencies tighten their ratings standards and accuracy during economic downturns. 7 Besides, Cantor and Packer (1996) conclude that sovereign ratings exhibit more discrepancies between agencies than corporate ratings. 8 See S&P (2013) for a detailed description of the methodology used by this agency.
to 127 economies in 2013, 100 EMEs and 27 developed ones (see Figure 1 , right-hand plot).
Throughout this section we describe S&P sovereign ratings on a daily basis from 1975 and for the whole set of rated countries. The complete country sample is enumerated in the Appendix A.
From 1975 to 1988 the sample was dominated by AAA rated developed countries. 9 From that year onwards EMEs were gradually evaluated, which explains the higher range of ratings since that date (see Figure 1 , left-hand plot). Thus, whereas in 1990 rating categories from AA-to AAA accounted for 67.7% of the total sample, in 2013 this percentage diminished to 24.4% as a result of the rating evaluation of EMEs and the downgrade of several developed countries. On the contrary, during this period the percentage of EMEs rated above AA-also diminished (from 22% in 1990 to 12% in 2013). Finally, also confirming the higher spectrum of rating categories towards lower ratings, the countries rated above BBB-, the category who marks the investment grade status, decreased from 97% in 1990 to 54% in 2013. In the same line, Kernel estimations for the complete rating range ( Figure 2 ) also pointed to a change in the probability density functions throughout time, as in 2013 ratings were more concentrated in intermediate categories (from BB-to BBB+) than in 1995 or 2000, 10 due to an increase in rated EMEs, 11 and to a increase of density mass below AA-in developed economies. That is, former safest assets scaled back, as illustrated by the fact that from 2005 to 2013 the median rating fell from BBB+ to BBB-, as developed and EMEs sovereign assets became more risky (from AAA to AA+ and from BB+ to BB respectively).
As a first evidence of the presence of asymmetries in the upward and downward rating paths, Table 1 presents the rating variations from 1975 to 2013. Given the evolution of developed countries, where downgrades represent 74% of total variations, the total country sample exhibits a higher number of downgrades than that of upgrades (53.1%). In EMEs, upgrades predominated by a narrow margin (52.3% of total changes). Most rating variations of developed countries are clustered between AAA and AA, whereas in EMEs most changes take place around B to BB.
Finally, rating changes of more than three notches in a unique announcement are practically 9 In the 70s the rating scale did not include rating modifiers. 10 BBB-is the rating that signals the investment grade status. Most investment funds and pension funds are not allowed to invest in asset rated below this category, so that falling below investment grade could trigger huge movements in its the price and interest rate. 11 Note that the most frequent initial assigned rating, for developed economies is AAA (68.3%), where the range of first ratings is relatively narrow (from BBB (Greece) to AAA), whereas for EMEs it is B+ (19.2%) with a range that comprises all rating categories (from SD (Ecuador in July 2000) to AAA (Venezuela in October 1977).
non-existent. These severe rating variations usually correspond to countries that fall to the category of default from already low ratings, and are massively upgraded once the default is solved.
Next, we characterize the main features of what we denominate "rating cycle". As for most economic variables, rating cycles can also be described in terms of their duration and amplitude.
For illustrative purposes, Figure 3 represents both measures for a hypothetical country X. In this framework, the duration is the number of days from peak to trough and from trough to peak, that is, the downgrade and the upgrade phase, respectively, whereas the amplitude is the number of notches in both periods. We consider that both measures run from the day of the first increase (or decrease) of the rating to the day of the last increase (or decrease). The evolution of the rating of country X represents our a priori assumptions on asymmetries in line with the previous empirical literature. Thus, regarding duration, downgrade periods would be shorter than upgrade periods, which indicates how long does it take to recover the rating. With respect to amplitude asymmetries, at the end of the cycle the rating does not necessarily reach its initial level.
To check if S&P ratings fulfill country X rating pattern, Table 2 reports some summary statistics of the rating cycles for a selected country sample, namely the G-20, which represents around 75% of world GDP, as well as a sample of additional developed countries and EMEs.
Several conclusions can be raised from this table. First, the countries with at least one complete cycle-that is, from trough to peak and from peak to trough-mainly correspond to EMEs and non-core euro economies, like Spain, Portugal or Greece. Figure 4 , which represents the weighted rating averages for the complete sample of EMEs and developed countries, evidences the presence of at least a complete cycle in most EMEs, whereas developed countries are still on average amid the downward phase (although at a different stage depending on the country).
Besides, the low number of upgrade and downgrade periods illustrates the strong correlation of ratings, that is, downgrades tend to be followed by downgrades and vice versa. To put it another way, sovereign ratings exhibit a strong inertia (Mora, 2006) .
Second, Table 2 also shows that in those countries with at least one complete cycle, its duration is strongly asymmetric, as the length during recoveries is much longer than during rating falls, with very few exceptions. In other words, once a country loses their rating level it takes a long period to recover it. Besides, amplitudes are also asymmetric, as the number of notches from peak to trough tends to be higher than in the recovery phase for most countries. What drives this asymmetric ratings path? As described in the introduction, one interpretation is that sovereign ratings do not immediately react to an improvement of economic fundamentals.
In this section we develop a panel data model to analyze the main determinants of the rating cycle and to try to capture the apparent asymmetry of their reaction to fundamentals.
Sovereign ratings dataset
The dependent variable of the panel model is the sovereign credit rating by S&P, which we call RATING. To that purpose we transform the daily ratings described in the previous section in a suitable format for a panel data framework. Thus, the 22 alphabetical categories of the ratings have been transformed to numerical groups that run from 0 (default) to 21 (AAA). 13 We transform the ratings into quarterly observations that correspond to their numerical value at the end of each quarter. The sample period runs from 1Q 1994 to 1Q 2013, that is, T = 77.
Its beginning has been chosen so as to achieve a good balance between EMEs and developed countries, as from 1975 to 1988 the countries rated by S&P were basically developed ones, 12 Of those countries that lost their investment grade status, Uruguay reach again the BBB-, whereas India, Korea and Latvia were able to recover the investment grade status although they never recovered their previous maximum previous rating. 13 In preliminary versions of the paper we have also considered a linear numerical transformation into eight groups, following, for instance, Koopman et al. (2008) . The purpose of this transformation was to avoid possible identification problems in the estimation process of ordered logit models, but finally those identification problems
were not evident and with the transformation in eight categories we were loosing precision in the analysis. In any case, those results are available upon request.
whereas from that date onwards EMEs were rated gradually (see Figure 1) . Besides, the choice of 1Q 1994 as starting period allows to evaluate the evolution of ratings during several financial crises, namely the Mexican crisis of 1995, the East Asian and Russian crises of 1997-1998, as well as the last global financial crisis that began in 2007.
To achieve a balanced panel the selected country sample consist of the 46 countries rated in 1Q 1994, specifically 22 EMEs and 24 developed countries. 14 , 15 We also consider 21 more EMEs whose ratings were launched by S&P from 1994 to 1997 given their economic relevance or the high volatility of their ratings, which will be useful in the estimation process. 16 See Appendix B for the complete sample of 67 countries. The final country sample is quite representative, as these economies stand for the 93% of world GDP. Besides, 51 out of the 67 countries are along the 60 bigger countries in the world in GDP terms. 17
Determinants of sovereign rating cycles
The main explanatory variables of interest of this paper are build from the own ratings and they will be useful to analyze the impact on past rating variations. Thus, we construct two variables from the first difference of the rating in its linear scale -that is, from 0 to 21-, named as DRATING n t and DRATING p t . DRATING n t is a binary variable that is one if the country has been downgraded in t and zero otherwise, whereas the second variable one is one if the country has been upgraded in t. That is, for all i = 1, , N and t = 1, , T , DRATING n t and DRATING p t are as follows,
and 14 S&P has rated Taiwan since April 1989. However, as it cannot be considered a fully independent country it lacks several domestic explanatory variables that would be used in the panel data model, we have drop it from the country sample. 15 The sample of developed countries consist of 23 countries that were rated in 1Q1994 and Luxembourg, whose rating starts on April 1994. 16 The sample of 21 additional EMEs consist of Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Egypt, Estonia, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Oman, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Qatar, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, South Africa and Trinidad and Tobago. 17 These comparisons have been performed considering the GDP in 2011 denominated in current US dollars as published in the World Economic Indicators of the World Bank.
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Note that we focus on the fact of being downgraded (or upgraded), but not the intensity of the movement, that is, the number of notches that the country qualification has varied. A higher significance of DRATING n compared to that of DRATING p could be interpreted as a higher influence of downgrades to determine future rating movements, in line with the results by Ferri et al (1999) . That result could imply hat, due to reputational reasons, the rating agency might try to overreact once the downgrading phase has begun. . The whole set of control variables, which is relatively standard, can be classified in 18 There are alternative variable definitions to show previous sovereign upgrades and downgrades. For instance, in preliminary versions of our analysis we used dummies that were 1 if the country were downgraded or upgraded in the previous year to measure a ratings variation trend. Nevertheless, the results, which are available upon request, do not show significant differences with the present version. We have not considered either rating changes greater than one notch.
three broad groups. First, we consider domestic macroeconomic indicators. Specifically we use
(1) GDP growth; (2) Expected GDP, as forecasted by the IMF. This variable is relatively new in this type of analysis; (3) GDP per capita; (4) Consumer price inflation rate. Note that the four later macroeconomic indicators reflect the long-run prospects of the country providing an assessment of its economic performance.; (5) External balance proxied by the current account surplus to GDP; (6) Stock of reserves to GDP, which is used as an additional external indicator;
(7) Public balance on GDP and (8) public debt on GDP, which proxy the solvency of the economy as it allows to evaluate the countrys medium to long-term ability to service its debt (Hu et al. 2002) . The expected sign of the estimates of these economic variables is positive, but for the inflation and the public debt, where a negative sign is expected.
Second, we also use three domestic financial variables: (1) The REER (real exchange rate), that it is also an external indicator but also signals a general picture of the tendencies of capital flows from/towards the country; (2) Credit on GDP. Variables related to the developments in the banking sector have not been much employed in the empirical literature, 19 but they can be a good leading indicator of possible future sovereign crisis to be used by rating agencies.
Besides, we use a third set of variables, which are common to all countries. This kind of drivers is helpful to control for the variability across time in the panel data. Specifically we consider, (1) the VIX index, which is frequently used as a proxy of global risk aversion in the markets; (2) the three-month interest rate in the US; (3) the world growth. These global variables can also be interpreted as possible external shocks that the economies face (Hu et al.
2002).
Finally, we also consider several dummies that will be helpful to disentangle further results in the panel analysis. Namely, we employ a binary variable to distinguish EMEs and developed countries, in the case of emerging countries we also construct another one to differentiate the region and, to conclude, a dummy that is one if the country belongs to the euro area and zero The main advantage of ordered logit models in comparison with linear models is that the later are implicitly assuming that the dependent variable has been categorized into equally spaced discrete intervals. However, this is not a sensible approach to fit ratings as there are categories whose distance between each other can be rather different. Nevertheless, ordered logit models also entail problems, as the higher the number of categories -such as in our case with 22 categories-, the higher the probability of having identification problems as this kind of model is multivariate.
All in all, we fit three different model specifications. transformation of the linear scale of ratings. In particular, we transform the linear scale from 0 to 21 with the logistic function. The logistic function is the following,
where rating goes from 0 to 21. As the range of the logistic function goes from 0 to 1, we conveniently rescale the resulting transformation into a scale from 0 to 21, which allows the direct comparability with the results obtained by the ordered logit model. Figure 6 represents the linear and the logistic based scale. Note that, in line with the previously suggested intuition, the slope of the logistic function is higher in the intermediate ratings as, intuitively, the step from investment grade to speculative grade have more relevant implications that other rating variations. Finally, Table 3 shows the pairwise correlations of the nonlinear transformation of the sovereign rating and the complete set of explanatory variables of our analysis.
Empirical model
All in all, the baseline model is,
where, for all i = 1, , N and t = 1, , T , the dependent variable Y t is the logistic transformation of RATING for the case of the pooled OLS estimates, and RATING in its ordinal scale from 0 (default) to 21 (AAA) in the ordered logit model fit. Apart from the time and country dummies, we use as explanatory variables X it the set of economic and financial domestic variables introduced in previous section and the global variables Z t . Note that all the explanatory variables have one period lag to deal with possible endogeneity problems.
Second, we also fit the baseline model in (4) incorporating the interactions of the domestic variables with the fact of having been upgraded or downgraded, that is, we interact domestic variables with DRATING n t and DRATING p t . The model specification of these models are given by,
and
where the coefficients β n and β p indicate if the domestic variables can have an influence to smoothen or deepening the downgrading and upgrading path, respectively.
Finally, to allow for some statistical inference regarding the presence of asymmetries in the influence of domestic variables during the upgrading and downgrading periods we also fit the model with both the interactions with DRATING n t and DRATING p t that is given by,
This specification allows to tests formally for the null hypothesis that domestic variables do have the same influence during a downgrade and an upgrade phase. That is, for all the domestic variables j it is possible to test for the following null,
Note that in most of these model specifications country fixed effect dummies are not going to be estimated as there are dummy variables, basically EME and ZE, that are time-invariant throughout the sample period, so that country fixed effects would translate to the intercept.
However, our broad set of control variables would allow us to control for the unobserved heterogeneity across countries. Another technical difficulty of the analysis is the possibility of endogeneity biases as a result of reverse causality and omitted variables. In our case domestic drivers-both economic and financial-are useful throughout the estimation process as they allow to identify possible omitted variable biases and are helpful to control for the unobserved heterogeneity across countries. Table 4 reports the estimates of the basic model for the total sample, as well as for the precrisis and post-crisis period. We date the beginning of the crisis in 2008:Q3. 23 One aspect that 23 We consider the pre-crisis and post-crisis period in reference to the ongoing global crisis, which blown up on 2008:Q3, and not to the idiosyncratic crisis in several EMEs such as the Asian or the Russian crisis. During the present crisis around 40% of the rated countries were downgraded, which represents a higher proportion than that of any other idiosyncratic crisis. For instance, only 20% of the economies were downgraded during the Asian crisis.
Empirical results

The baseline model: Some preliminary results
particularly calls the attention is that previous rating downgrades have a negative influence on the future ratings, as signaled by the negative and significant estimates of DRATING n.
On the contrary, the coefficients for DRATING p are smaller than those of DRATING n or non-significant. This result is in line with the S&P ratings' characterization in Section 2, as downgrade periods are deeper and faster than those of upgrade phases, so that the probability of a future downgrade given a past downgrade is higher than that of a future upgrade given a past upgrade. According to the results in Ferri et al. (1999) for the Asian crisis, previous downgrades do influence on subsequent movements of the rating, as the rating agencies are conservative and tend to downgrade relatively late. However, once downgrades start, the agencies tend to overreact, which can lead to crisis amplification. On the contrary, this result does not hold for upgrades, as past upgrades incentive future upgrades to a lesser extent. One possible explanation is that of Mora (2006) , who states that ratings are sticky after crisis periods as they do not increase by the amount suggested by forecasts. 24 Table 4 reports both the pooled OLS and the ordered logit based estimates. As already mentioned, the model is fitted by these two methodologies as a robustness test. Once we check the similarity of both estimates for the baseline model, we discard the ordered logit procedure in the next steps of the analysis. The reason for this is that the use of interactions among explanatory variables in the following specifications leads to several identification problems that prevents the use of an ordered logit model. This problem comes a a result of the 21 different categories of the rating in the ordered logit estimation. Table 4 suggests that, effectively, the estimates obtained by both procedures are quite similar, and the main differences are relatively minor. In both cases the domestic macroeconomic variables as well as the domestic financial variables seem to be relevant for the rating determination. Nevertheless, GDP growth is less relevant than other macroeconomic indicators, in line with Mora (2006) or Cantor and Packer (1996) . On the contrary, the high and significant coefficients of the expected GDP (GDP f) underline the importance of this type of leading indicators for S&P. Surprisingly, this explanatory variable has been barely used in the literature, 25
probably as some authors conclude that rating agencies do not react to expected changes in 24 As a robustness check we have also considered an alternative definition of DRATING n and DRATING p in which the variables are 1 if the country was downgraded or upgraded, respectively, during de previous year. The main results are quite similar and are available upon request. 25 As far as we know, growth expectations have been used as explanatory variable in S&P internal models but not in the other two major agencies.
observed variables (Monfort and Mulder, 2000). However, estimates for global variables are not significant in the ordered logit case, whereas for the pooled OLS estimates only the short term rate in the US for the post-crisis sample is significant. However, as in our subsequent analysis, global variables will only play a minor role as time controls. Finally, categorical variables estimates are also rather similar following both methods. The coefficient of the dummy variable for emerging countries (EME) is negative but these results should be qualified by the variable REGION, which might be indirectly approximating their history of defaults, lowering the rating of Latin America and favoring that of Asia. 26
The sings of the explanatory variables are as expected with few exceptions. For instance, the estimated coefficient for the current account on GDP (CA) is negative, although it was expected to be positive. That is, current account deficits would be associated with better ratings. interpretation, in line with that of CA, is that in the last part of the sample those countries with higher fiscal deficits were associated with higher ratings as markets interpret in some cases that these economies are sound enough to allow themselves a fiscal deficit.
Besides, in the post-crisis period, the ratings were less influenced by economic and domestic indicators than in the pre-crisis period. For instance, INFL, RES and REER lose their significance. One possible interpretation of this result is that during acute crisis periods some variables lose their importance in favor of other variables, so that during the last crisis S&P seems to have been influenced to a greater extent by other economic indicators, such as the GDP forecast or financial variables such as the total credit on GDP.
Analogously, Table 5 reports the estimates of the basic model distinguishing the sample of EMEs, which in most cases have experienced a complete rating cycle, and developed countries.
The financial variables seem to influence in a different way in rating variations in both country groups. For instance, the expected GDP, the inflation rate, the current account on GDP or the stock of reserves seem to play a role in EMEs, whereas this fact does not hold for developed countries. On the contrary, the public balance on GDP is relevant to explain ratings in developed countries but not in EMEs, which seems a sensible result given the developments during the last crisis-although in OLS and in ordered logit estimates the estimator sign is not robust-. In the next subsections we will perform a deeper analysis considering the interaction of domestic variables with previous downgrades and upgrades. Table 6 shows the estimates of model (5) that includes interactions of the domestic variables, both economic and financial, with DRATING n. These interactions indicate the capacity of domestic fundamentals to smoothen or exacerbate downgrade phases. The estimates in Table   6 consist of those for the total sample and for the EMEs, as well as for the total sample period, and the pre-crisis and post-crisis period.
Can domestic variables influence on the ratings path. . . ?
. . . during downgrade phases?
Given the robustness of the procedure, from Table 6 onwards we only report the estimates obtained by the pooled OLS model. 27 What first draws attention is that the interactions of the domestic variables with the fact of having experienced a downgrade for all the estimates are significant in few cases. Nevertheless, from these estimates, some interesting conclusions can be inferred. Thus, once we interact DRATING n with some of the domestic variables, it can be interpreted that some of them seem to be useful to soften the downgrading path. On the contrary, other variables seem to exacerbate the path. For instance, the fact of having a good economic performance seems to smooth the downgrade phase, as evidenced by the positive sign of the interactions with GDP growth and GDP pc. 28 On the contrary, regarding GDP f, that is, the forecasted GDP, the sign of the estimated interaction is negative, which implies that the country needs more favorable leading indicators than countries that have not being downgraded 27 The results for the estimates obtained by means of an ordered logit for the remaining models are also available upon request. However, as already mentioned, depending on the model specification and the specific sample (developed or EMEs, pre-crisis or post-crisis period) the ordered logit model entails identification problems considering the 22 different rating categories. 28 The main exception is the negative estimate for GDP growth considering the sample of EMEs in the postcrisis period.
to overcome the negative signal that the downgrade transmits to the markets-as indicated by the sum of the coefficient of the variable and its interaction-.
Apart from those variables related to growth, there are other significant interactions. For instance, that of CA, the current account on GDP, for the total sample becomes positive and significant. Note that for those countries without a downgrade the coefficient would be negative and bigger. 29 That is, highly rated countries can afford current account deficits, but once the country is downgraded markets do not permit those deficits in the same manner. The negative estimate of PD*DRATING n for the total sample indicate that higher debt accelerated downgrades, particularly in the post-crisis period. Finally, RES* DRATING n is positive for the pre-crisis sample of EMEs, which confirms the importance of the stock of reserves as a buffer to protect the country during the crisis. 
. . . during upgrade phases?
Analogously, Table 7 reports the estimates of the model with interactions of the domestic variables with the existence of upgrades. That is, we combine domestic variables with DRATING p for the total sample and for the EMEs. There are two reasons why this exercise is of particular interest. First, the upgrade periods have been less studied in the empirical literature than downgrade phases, and second, this kind of analysis can be useful to infer conclusions on the dynamics of rating upgrades for EMEs that could serve as lessons for the developed countries that were downgraded during the last financial crisis.
The most relevant outcome in Table 7 is that, in opposition to the previous exercise for DRATING n in Table 6 , interactions with DRATING p are almost non-significant. For instance, 29 Specifically, the coefficient for CA for the total sample of non-previously downgraded countries would be -0.08, whereas that of the previously downgraded is 0.03.
almost none of these interactions with the variables related with economic growth -namely, GDP growth, GDP f and GDP pc-are significant. That is, a positive economic performance given a prior upgrade is not a sufficient stimulus for S&P to accelerate the upgrading process. In other words, the recovery to the initial rating status cannot be enhanced by the own economic and financial indicators. This result emphasizes the lack of capability of domestic authorities to speed up future upgrades under a good economic performance. However, during downgrade periods favorable economic fundamentals do play a role to smoothen the path. In summary, during upgrade periods ratings seem stickier than in downgrade periods, which is bad news for those developed economies that have lost their rating status during the crisis. This outcome is linked to that of Mora (2009).
However, there are a few significant interactions, although most of them can be directly related to the evolution of EMEs. This is the case of the stock of reserves (RES). Again, having a large stock of reserves could speed up upgrades. In a complementary manner, the exchange rate evolution is a key variable for EMEs during financial crisis. Thus, a real effective exchange rate appreciation serves as an indicator of capital inflows that, in turn, could contribute to the reserve accumulation. EMEs can take advantage of this exchange rate evolution to accelerate upgrades. In line with the previous results, for the total sample of countries, both EMEs and developed countries, there are few significant interactions, so that we can reject the null hypothesis in relatively few cases. However, there are some relevant cases where the null is rejected. For instance, regarding domestic growth, the tests confirm that the economic performance is an element that can smooth the downgrading path, as indicated by the tests for GDP growth (pre-crisis and total sample of EMEs) and for the GDP pc. However, in upgrade periods a good economic performance plays no differential role. Besides, growth perspectives do not have the same influence in upgrade and in downgrade phases for the total sample. Thus, whereas the country has to overcome a previous downgrade with higher expected growth than countries without downgrades, during upgrades the expected growth, whether favorable or unfavorable, plays no role to alter the rating path. Unsurprisingly, the public debt on GDP also matters, which signals the importance of a healthy fiscal balance to smooth the rating downgrade path.
Is the role of domestic variables really different during upgrade and downgrade periods?
Finally, the current account balance on GDP seems to have also a significatively different impact in upgrade and downgrade periods.
The results for the total sample and for the EMEs are quite similar, but with slight differences. As already mentioned, the dynamics of rating cycles are different in EMEs, as many of these countries have already experienced complete rating cycles with deep downgrades and their subsequent gradual upgrade. The variable that seems to make a biggest difference between the total sample and the EMEs is RES. Thus, a big stock of foreign reserves on GDP does make a difference during downgrade periods in EMEs as it indicates the existence of a buffer to the rating agency that can smooth downgrades. However, the presence of this cushion would not be influential during upgrades.
Conclusions and policy implications
In this paper, we describe the main characteristics of the rating cycles of those countries that have already experienced downgrade and upgrade periods. Using S&P ratings, and in line with other authors, we observe that downgrade phases tend to be deeper and faster than those of upgrades. In other words, once a country loses their initial status it takes a long period to recover it.
After characterizing the ratings' evolution during downgrades and upgrades, we try to disentangle how S&P decisions respond to changes in the countries' fundamentals and financial market conditions distinguishing downgrade and upgrade periods. To this purpose, we estimate a panel data model for 67 countries, both developed and EMEs. Our results indicate that domestic variables could be helpful to smooth the path of downgrades, whereas this outcome does not hold during upgrade phases. In other words, having healthy domestic fundamentals can influence on the rating agency to alter the downgrade path, so that national authorities have an instrument to smooth downgrades. However, the nature of upgrades is rather different, so that countries previously downgraded have little capacity to accelerate future upgrades through improving fundamentals, although they experience a dramatic recovery.
That said, what would be our view regarding the debate about the procyclical or sticky nature of ratings? Our conclusions are mixed and depend on the position throughout the rating cycle, as the reaction of the agency to the macroeconomic developments is noticeably different during downgrade and upgrade periods. Downgrade phases would have a procyclycal character, although lagged, whereas upgrade periods would tend to be sticky. Our results could be useful to infer some lessons about how would be the current rating cycle in the European peripheral countries once the sovereign debt crisis will be overcome, which has strong implications as the sovereign rating determines the financing costs and the sustainability of the public debt paths.
• GDP growth: GDP growth rate. Source: IMF. Due to the lack of data for Oman, Pakistan and Qatar, we use industrial production for those countries instead.
• GDP f: Forecasted GDP. Source: IMF. Average in each quarter of IMF's growth forecast for the next three or five years.
• GDP pc: GDP per capita. Source: Oxford Economics, World Bank and National Statistics
Offices. GDP per capita in PPP terms, billion USD.
• INFL: Inflation. Source: IMF and National Statistics Offices. CPI y-o-y change.
• CA: Current account on GDP. Source: IMF and National Statistics Offices.
• PB: Public balance on GDP. Source: Oxford Economics, EIU and National Statistics
Offices.
• PD: Public debt on GDP. Source: IMF and National Statistics Offices.
• RES: Reserves on GDP. Source: IMF and National Central Banks. International Reserves (gold and Foreign Exchange) as a percentage of GDP
Financial domestic variables:
• REER: Real effective exchange rate. Source: JP Morgan and National Central Banks.
Real Effective Exchange Rate, CPI-based, wide basket.
• CR: Total credit on GDP. Source: IMF and National Central Banks. Total credit (to the private and public sectors) over GDP.
Global variables:
• VIX: Source: Datastream.
• US3M: 3-months US interest rate: Source. Datastream.
• WG: World growth. Source: Datastream.
Categorical variables:
• ZE: Dummy variable that is 1 if the country belongs to the Euro zone and zero otherwise.
• EME: Dummy variable that is 1 if the country is and emerging one and zero otherwise.
• REGION: Nominal categorical variable that is 0 if the country is a developed one, and 1, 2, 3 and 4 if the country is an emerging economy that belongs to Latin America, Eastern
Europe, Asia and Africa, respectively.
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